T he Indus civilization flourished~2600 to 1900 before the common era in what is now eastern Pakistan and northwestern India (1) . No historical information exists about the civilization, but archaeologists have uncovered samples of their writing on stamp seals, sealings, amulets, and small tablets. The script on these objects remains undeciphered, despite a number of attempts and claimed decipherments (2) . A recent article (3) questioned the assumption that the script encoded language, suggesting instead that it might have been a nonlinguistic symbol system akin to the Vinča inscriptions of southeastern Europe and Near Eastern emblem systems. We compared the statistical structure of sequences of signs in the Indus script with those from a representative group of linguistic and nonlinguistic systems.
Two major types of nonlinguistic systems are those that do not exhibit much sequential structure (type 1 systems) and those that follow rigid sequential order (type 2 systems). For example, the sequential order of signs in Vinča inscriptions appears to have been unimportant (4) . On the other hand, the sequences of deity signs in Near Eastern inscriptions found on boundary stones (kudurrus) typically follow a rigid order that is thought to reflect the hierarchical ordering of the deities (5) .
Linguistic systems tend to fall somewhere between these two extremes: The tokens of a language (such as characters or words) do not follow each other randomly nor are they juxtaposed in a rigid order. There is typically some amount of flexibility in the ordering of tokens to compose words or sentences. One way of quantifying this flexibility is to use conditional entropy (6) , which measures the amount of randomness in the choice of a token given a preceding token (7) .
We computed the conditional entropies of five types of known natural linguistic systems (Sumerian logo-syllabic system, Old Tamil alpha-syllabic system, Rig Vedic Sanskrit alpha-syllabic system, English words, and English characters), four types of nonlinguistic systems (two artificial control data sets representing type 1 and type 2 nonlinguistic systems as described above, human DNA sequences, and bacterial protein sequences), and an artificially created linguistic system (the computer programming language Fortran). We compared these conditional entropies with the conditional entropy of Indus inscriptions from a well-known concordance of Indus texts (8) .
We found that the conditional entropy of Indus inscriptions closely matches those of linguistic systems and remains far from nonlinguistic systems throughout the entire range of token set sizes (Fig. 1A) (7) . The conditional entropy of Indus inscriptions is substantially below those of the two biological nonlinguistic systems (DNA and protein) and above that of the computer programming language (Fig. 1B) . Moreover, this conditional entropy appears to be most similar to those of Sumerian (a logo-syllabic script roughly contemporaneous with the Indus script) and Old Tamil (an alpha-syllabic script) and falls between those for English words and for English characters. These observations are consistent with previous suggestions [e.g., (9) ], made on the basis of the total number of Indus signs, that the Indus script may be logo-syllabic. The similarity in conditional entropy to Old Tamil, a Dravidian language, is especially interesting in light of the fact that many of the prominent decipherment efforts to date (9-11) have converged upon a proto-Dravidian hypothesis for the Indus script.
Given the prior evidence for syntactic structure in the Indus script (9, 12) , our results increase the probability that the script represents language, complementing other arguments that have been made explicitly (13, 14) or implicitly (15, 16) 
Materials and Methods

Datasets
The following datasets were used for the comparative statistical analysis reported in the paper.
Note that the datasets are of different sizes because they were obtained from different sources -a smoothing technique was used to counter the effects of different sample sizes in estimation (see
Calculation of Conditional Entropy below).
• •
English -The Brown University Standard Corpus of Present-Day American English:
The Brown corpus is a well-known dataset of modern American English. Sentences in the corpus are drawn from a wide variety of texts, including press reports, editorials, books, periodicals, novels, short stories, and scientific articles. • Old Tamil alpha-syllabic tokens (including spaces).
• • Nonlinguistic System of Type 1 (e.g., Vinča system): Type 1 nonlinguistic systems involve signs that may occur in groups but the ordering of signs is not important (as it appears to have been, for example, in the Vinča system (5)). To enable comparison with the Indus texts, we assumed a Type 1 nonlinguistic system with the same number of signs as in the Indus corpus above and created a dataset of 10,000 lines of text, each containing 20 signs, based on the assumption that each sign has an equal probability of following any other. 
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• Nonlinguistic System of Type 2 (e.g., Sumerian deity symbol system on kudurrus): Type 2 nonlinguistic systems exhibit ordering of signs but the order is rigid. For example, in the Sumerian deity sign system found on boundary stones (kudurrus) (6), the ordering of deity signs appears to follow the established hierarchy among the various deities. As in the case of Type 1 systems above, we assumed a Type 2 nonlinguistic system with the same number of signs as in the Indus corpus above and created a corpus of 10,000 lines of text, each containing 20 signs, based on the assumption that each sign has a unique successor sign (variations of this theme where each sign could be followed by, for example, 2 or 3 other signs produced similar results).
• DNA -Sequence from human chromosome 2: We used the first one million nucleotides in Tables (1) .
• Sumerian texts: The tokens were the top 417 most frequently occurring Sumerian logosyllabic signs as extracted from the Electronic Corpus of Sumerian Texts described above.
• Old Tamil texts: The tokens were 244 symbols from the Tamil alpha-syllabic set extracted from the Unicode transliteration of the Eight Sangam-Era Tamil Texts (Ettuthokai) described above.
• Sanskrit texts: The tokens were 388 symbols from the Devanagari alpha-syllabic set extracted from the Unicode transliteration of the first hundred hymns in Book One of the Rig Veda as described above.
• English characters: The tokens comprised of 128 ASCII characters (letters A-Z, a-z, numbers, punctuation marks, and other miscellaneous characters).
• English words: For analysis at the word level, we used the 417 most frequent words in the Brown corpus as tokens.
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• DNA sequence: The tokens were the 4 bases A, T, G, and C (Adenine, Thymine, Guanine, and Cytosine).
• Protein sequence: The tokens were the 20 amino acids: Glycine (G), Proline (P), Alanine • Programming language: The tokens were the various programming language constructs (if, then, else, write, call, etc.), operators (=, +, -, etc.), and user-defined variables and constants (maxnx, maxny, reynld, len, 80, 17, etc.). For the analysis, we used the top 417 most frequently occurring tokens.
The calculation of conditional entropy requires the estimation of conditional probabilities for pairs of tokens. Given a set of tokens (numbered 1,…,N) and a dataset containing sequences such as T 1 T 2 …T M of such tokens, we compute, for each pair of tokens i and j, the conditional probability that token j immediately follows token i, i.e., P(j|i). A standard approach to computing these probabilities is to count the number of times token j follows token i in the text sequences in the dataset; this is equivalent to computing the maximum likelihood estimate of the conditional probabilities (7). However, this estimate often yields poor estimates when the dataset is small, as is the case with the Indus script, and is susceptible to biases that come from datasets being of different sizes (as in our case). There has been extensive research on "smoothing" techniques which provide better estimates by relying on other sources of information and heuristics (see Chap. 6 in (7) for an overview). For the results in this paper, we use a form of smoothing known as "modified Kneser-Ney smoothing" (8) (based on (9)) which has been shown to outperform other smoothing techniques on benchmark datasets. Details of the smoothing procedure can be found in (8) . The smoothing procedure ameliorates the effect of dataset sizes in our estimates of 
The entropy (measured in units of nats when the natural logarithm is used as above) quantifies the amount of randomness in the text in the sense that it attains the highest value when all tokens are equally likely and the lowest value when one token has a probability of 1 and all other tokens have a probability of 0 (i.e., the text is made up of a single token that repeats).
The conditional entropy of a token j following token i is defined as:
The conditional entropy quantifies the amount of flexibility in the choice of a token given a fixed preceding token -it thus captures the flexibility in the pairwise ordering of tokens in a dataset.
For example, if a given token can be followed by any other token (as in Type 1 nonlinguistic systems), the conditional entropy is high. If a given token can only be followed by a unique token (as in certain Type 2 nonlinguistic systems), the conditional entropy is low. Fig. 2 (11) ). Figure S1 demonstrates this fact by comparing the single token entropies (defined in Equation S1) for linguistic and nonlinguistic systems. Unlike Figure 1 in the main text, the plots for linguistic systems are no longer clustered together or separated from the nonlinguistic systems. In fact, the entropy plot for Type 2 nonlinguistic systems falls right in the middle of those for the linguistic systems because the overall frequencies of signs in this particular dataset happened to be similar to those for some linguistic systems. This highlights the fact that the statistics of isolated symbols, as quantified by P(i), are insufficient for distinguishing linguistic from nonlinguistic systems. One needs to consider sequential statistics (e.g., the conditional probability P(j|i) and beyond) to capture the syntactic structure of language and be able to separate linguistic from nonlinguistic systems as in Figure 1 of the main text.
Zipf-Mandelbrot law for linguistic systems
Although the frequencies of isolated signs may not be sufficient to distinguish linguistic from nonlinguistic systems, these frequencies can still provide useful information when expressed in the form of "Zipf's law" (or the "Zipf-Mandelbrot law") (7, 12) . Suppose the most frequent sign in a corpus is given rank r = 1 and its frequency is denoted f 1 , the next most frequent sign is given rank r = 2 and its frequency denoted f 2 , and so on. For most linguistic corpora, it has been found that the rank-ordered frequency f r of words can be fit very well to the Zipf-Mandelbrot law: log f r = a -b log(r + c) (7) . The law essentially states that a small number of tokens contribute to the bulk of the distribution but a large number of rare signs contribute to a long tail. For the Indus dataset used in this paper, we have found an excellent fit to the Zipf-Mandelbrot law with the (7)).
Using higher order sequences and block entropies
The distinction between nonlinguistic systems (such as DNA) and linguistic systems that we have reported here can also be demonstrated using higher order entropies (block entropy). Block entropies are computed based on the probabilities for sequences of n symbols (also known as "ngrams") for n = 1, 2, 3, …, and using these in Equation S1 instead of P(i). Schmitt and Herzel (14) have demonstrated a result similar to our Figure 1 using block entropies (for n = 1,..,15) for yeast DNA, music, English characters, and Fortran code ( Fig. 8 in (14) ). Obtaining a block entropy result for the Indus texts is difficult owing to the small size of the corpus, which makes it hard to accurately estimate the higher order probabilities beyond small values of n. The crucial question is whether taking higher order distributions into account could change the conclusions of this paper. We believe this not to be the case based on our related work on Markov models (15) and n-gram analysis of the Indus texts (13) . In particular, for a given value of the sequence length n, one can compute the "perplexity" (7, 13) x are sequences in the corpus of length n and M is the number of such sequences. Intuitively, the lower the perplexity value, the better the probability model P in approximating the true probabilistic model that generated the data. As Table S1 shows, the bulk of the perplexity in the Indus corpus can be captured by a bigram (n = 2) (or equivalently 1 st -order Markov) model as used in this paper. Table S1 : Perplexity of Indus probabilistic models as a function of sequence length n. (16)). However, these questions may also be answered through other means. For example, the results in Table S1 above already suggest that the Indus texts are much better modeled by a 1 st -order Markov process than a 0 thorder one. Similarly, the results in Figure 1 and Figure S1 strongly argue against the hypothesis that the Indus texts were produced by a uniform noise generator. Crypotography-inspired statistical techniques may nevertheless be worth exploring within the context of the Indus and other undeciphered scripts, with the caveat that analyzing a script encoding natural language can be a very different problem from analyzing deliberately disguised and encrypted texts.
Affinity of Indus texts with Dravidian versus Indo-European Languages
There has been considerable debate regarding whether the Indus texts have affinity with the Dravidian languages (such as Tamil), Indo-European languages (such as Sanskrit), or some other language family. A frequently cited argument in favor of the Dravidian hypothesis (see (17, 18, 19) ) is that the Indus texts appear to be agglutinative in their morphological structure: sign sequences often have the same initial signs but different final signs (ranging from 1 to 3 signs).
Such modification of morphemes by a system of suffixes is found in Dravidian languages but is rare in Indo-European languages (such as Sanskrit) which tend to be inflectional (changing the final sound of a word rather than adding suffixes). Our result that the conditional entropy of the Indus texts is closest to Old Tamil, a Dravidian language, among the datasets we considered is suggestive in this regard. However, this result is also tied to our use of an alpha-syllabic script to represent the Sangam era Tamil texts. Using a similar alpha-syllabic Devanagari representation of Rig Vedic Sanskrit produced a comparatively higher conditional entropy value than Tamil ( Figure 1B ). Using an alphabetic representation (consonants and vowels are not combined into syllables) lowers the conditional entropy value for Sanskrit to below that for alpha-syllabic Tamil and closer to that for English characters. We believe that answering the question of linguistic affinity of the Indus texts requires a more sophisticated approach, such as statistically inferring an underlying grammar for the Indus texts from available data and comparing the inferred rules with those of various known language families including Dravidian and Indo-European.
Choice of the Indus corpus
The results in this paper were based on Mahadevan's corpus of Indus texts compiled in 1977.
Since then, approximately 1000 Indus texts have been unearthed (some that repeat texts already in the 1977 corpus, some new) (20) . Does this new material affect the conclusions of this paper?
We do not think so for the following reasons: (1) The types of new material that have been discovered are in the same categories as the texts in the 1977 corpus, namely, more seals, tablets, etc. rather than a new class of written material (except for one so-called monumental inscription consisting of only 10 large-sized signs rather than a large number of signs (see p. 113 in (19))).
The new material thus exhibits syntactic structure that is similar to the material we have analyzed in this paper and is therefore not likely to change the major conclusions of this study. Entropies (in nats) were computed according to Equation S1 for isolated tokens (signs/characters/words) for the same datasets as in Figure 1A in the main text. In contrast to Figure 1A , these single symbol (unigram) entropy plots for linguistic systems do not cluster together and are not well separated from the two types of nonlinguistic systems. In particular, the entropies for the Type 2 nonlinguistic system overlap significantly with those for linguistic systems for this particular Type 2 dataset.
